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Goals for this Meeting 
1. Review current Google ad policies and 
enforcement issues 
, Discuss adopting new Hawaii-friendly editorial 
policies 
. 3. Decide if we are going to post our policies on our 
site 
4. Agree on process for on-going policy review 
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Ad policies 
Our ad policies aim to meet three objectives: 
o Protect the reputation of Google and bur 
syndication partners (e.g, n,o hate groups) 
o Provide the highest quality experience for 
our users and advertisers (e,g, minimum 
clickthrough rates) 
o Protect companies' trademarks 
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Reputation policies 
Policy Rationale Industry 
Standards 
Overture 
No 
firearms 
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Quality policies 
" Current performance policies: 
- Perform -- no keyword performance below 0.5% 
- Are not misleading - ads and keyWords accurately 
reflect site content, valid URLl? required 
- Do not slow down or annoy our users -- no pop-
ups, mLlst have functional back buttons 
- Are not repetitive - advertisers limited to one ad 
per page 
" Hawaii editorial guidelines 
- Are as readable as our search results - no 
excessive capitalization or punctuation, no 
superlatives 
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Trademark policy & enforcement 
o Current Policy 
- To have trade.marked terms removed from 
keywords/ads, the trademark owner provides us a 
signed written letter, on company stationery, that 
details the trademarks at issue. 
- Upon receipt of letter, we will remove the terms 
from advertisers' keywords/ads. 
- We will only remove trademarked terms from 
advertisers who have specifically purchased those 
trademarked terms as keywords. (e.g. Google vs. 
Google advertising.) 
o What this means 
- Advertisers'ads will continue to appear on 
trademarked terms in combination with 
Google conndf{'~'Ywords. ·6· 
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Should we post these policies on on site? 
,. YES 
- Public respects a 
statement of values 
- Advertisers aware of 
restrictions 
- Reduce disapprovals 
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,. NO 
- Provokes response 
from unhappy public 
- Exceptions will be 
scrutinized 
- Turn away potential 
advertisers who 
would be approved 
- Policies may change 
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Process for on-going review 
~ Alana will draft policy 
.. Sheryl will review policy 
.. Legal and Marketir)g approve policy and 
communication 
" Controversial issues checked with 
Sergey 
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